
The Good, The Bad, The Ugly
Ethics for HR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome!  Thank your for your time. Thank you Treasure Coast Human Resource Association for inviting me.  I will send a copy of the slide deck to Treasure Coast for Distribution. Feel free to use this any way you feel is beneficial. 



What We Will Discuss:

Managing ethics in the work place

What the top 10 potential HR conflicts of interest are

How to create organizational strategies to limit conflicts of interest 

What to say - the “promise” of confidentiality

How to ask the right questions for “fact-finding” before taking action 

Safely sharing ideas and speaking truth to power

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managing ethics in the work placeWhat the top 10 potential HR conflicts of interest areHow to create organizational strategies to limit conflicts of interest What to say - the “promise” of confidentialityHow to ask the right questions for “fact-finding” before taking action Safely sharing ideas and speaking truth to power



Why Ethics?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When HRCI added this as a requirement, it was literally a “DUH” moment.  This is the bedrock of everything we do, every action we take, every decision we make. Of course it is important.The Enron situation ultimately created the Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002. The act's goal was to bring businesses to a higher standard of conduct. Then there was the short selling - or betting to fail - that took down the housing industry (Fanny Mae and Freddy Mac) in 2008.   Did you know that the stock market crash in 1929 had similar markers - steep government investments, bucket shops betting for failure.   I jokingly tell my daughters to warn your children - this will occur again and again without ethics. 



Impact - How it goes Bad

Legal Issues

Employee Performance Concerns

Relationship Troubles

Credibility Lapses

Trust Failures

https://smallbusiness.chron.com/effects-lack-ethics-business-environment-23332.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Without ethics you can expect: Legal Issues, Employee performance concerns, Relationship troubles, Credibility lapses, and trust failures.  But what causes these to occur, “Often a lack of ethics appears because of poor planning or training”  Untrained employees may unintentionally cut corners, demonstrate poor understanding of goals, or make poor decisions when a grey area presents.  That is exactly why HR is involved. We are the planners and trainers of the organizations workforce.   In the chat - what do you think the biggest cause of unethical behavior is?Pepperdine University found the common root cause is The False Consensus Effect.  It sounds like - “What I (or we) did is not bad; it’s something that everybody does.”   OR   (and you will love this) “Because that is what we have always done.”  Got Group Think - Ethical blunders will be insidious in a group think situation.https://smallbusiness.chron.com/factors-external-environment-influence-employee-behavior-1251.htmlhttps://gbr.pepperdine.edu/2010/08/the-root-causes-of-unethical-behavior/



The Ugly
And you thought it was ok?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s look at an example. Here is your “worst-case scenario.” The HR staff for the city government of Asheville, N.C., had four employees arrested and charged with multiple counts of felony fraud and obstruction of justice in relation to their misuse of  (wait for it…..)  flexible spending accounts.The city’s HR director, and assistant HR director resigned immediately after the felony charges were filed. Then the city dismissed a compensation analyst, and a benefits specialist who became implicated. The Director pled guilty to the charges and received a suspended prison sentence and was ordered to perform 72 hours of community service. And pay $8,524 in restitution to the city and a $2,000 fine.  She claimed that she did not know she was breaking the law when she filed for reimbursement from her flexible spending account for items that she never purchased.Another pleaded guilty to charges of forgery and obtaining property by false pretenses. The benefits specialist faced charges for filing bogus reimbursement claims.Ultimately, attorneys claimed that the women never intended to break the law.  $19,052 of not intending to break the law.  These were reimbursements from a health care flexible spending account for products and services that never purchased.The real UGLY, the HR Director also was charged with felony obstruction of justice for lying and making false statements to investigators when questioned about the fraud allegations. Not knowing - is apparently not a valid excuse.   WE WILL TALK MORE ABOUT THIS AS WE GO THROUGH THE PRESENTATIONExcerpt from:  When HR Goes Bad - SHRM - https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-magazine/pages/0111leonard2.aspx



HR Top Conflicts of Interest
1. Hiring an unqualified relative to provide services your company needs

2. Starting a company that provides services similar to your full-time employer

3. Failing to disclose that you’re related to a job candidate the company is 
considering hiring

4. Making arrangements to work for a vendor or client at a future date while 
continuing to do business with them

5. Posting to social media about your company’s weaknesses

6. Offering paid services on your time off to a company customer or supplier

7. Working part-time at a company that sells a competing product or service 
as your full-time employer

8. Accepting payment from another company for information about your 
employer

9. Failing to investigate a subordinate or coworker’s wrongdoing because 
they are a friend

10.Sharing confidential information about your employer with a competitor

11.Dating or having a romantic relationship with a supervisor or subordinate

12.Making a purchase or business choice to boost a business that you or your 
family have a stake in

13.Accepting a favor or a gift from a client above the amount specified as 
acceptable by the company 

14.Owning part of a business that sells goods or services to your employer

15.Reporting to a supervisor who is also a close friend or family member

16.Doing business or work for a competitor

17.Accepting consulting fees and providing advice to another company for 
personal gain

18.Sharing information in an interview about your employer’s activities or 
plans

19.Taking advantage of confidential information learned on the job for your 
own benefit

20.Cashing in on a business opportunity that your company might have 
pursued

https://everfi.com/blog/workplace-training/conflicts-of-interest-at-work/
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Presentation Notes
I suggested I would give the top 10, but here are 20!  I have identified the most common conflicts of interest for HR in red. Help your HR by discussing these conflicts of interest and what you and your organization stand for.  Share with your managers and leaders.  Remember that not knowing is not an excuse. And here is #21!  Allowing processes to be corrupted by favoritism.STORY: Internal Interview / Manager laid out exactly who she wanted/ I barred her from the interview process as she told me the reason was “these are my favorites”. Mine is #3.   Always wanting to help family is not a good enough reason to hire them before other candidate.   #9 is pretty concerning too.  Does anyone have a story to share about one of these?



It All Starts with the Culture!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most times a lapse in judgment is not wholly intentional.  It all starts with the culture!  Adam Smith’s Agency Theory suggests that the collective self-interest of the agency will work to reduce costs, remain productive, and conserve resources. That is - the majority want to keep their job and will not sabotage the business.  Take this to mean that most are going to row the boat as needed and steer the organization in a good way - so focus on those agents for an ethical culture. Let’s examine what you can do to ensure your culture puts ethics first and does not fall into the False Consensus trap. 



One Size Does Not Fit All

Explicit values

Thoughts during judgment

Incentives

Cultural norms

Harvard Business Review: https://hbr.org/2019/05/how-to-design-an-ethical-organization
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Presentation Notes
The first step is to take a look at your culture. Recognize that one size does not fit all and some industries are highly regulated, like the financial industry, and some processes are highly regulated, like your fiduciary responsibility.  Look at your organization individually. What are your explicit values.  Anchor strategies and practices with clearly stated principles. Include those values in the mission statement.  Employees should know which ethical principles influence a company’s practices.  Apples Vision - A computer in every homeApples Mission - To bring the best personal computing products and support to students, educators, designers, scientists, engineers, businesspersons and consumers in over 140 countries around the world.See how they differ?  How deep is the training you provide?  Include bias and contextual training.  When we allow our bias to creep into our thoughts, or don’t seek the root cause - that is where those unintentional judgment failures may occur.  Ethical lapses can be reduced in a culture where self-awareness and asking questions are the center of attention.   Review incentives in your compensation plan?  Make sure your employees are alert to the possibility they and others can be unintentionally unethical.   HR should keep aware and Look for those instances where   If it is too good to be true, is it?   (Story about survey)We will come back to incentives - there is a way to build those correctlyCultural Norms - Have you said “that ethics cascades from the top down.” Our tendency is to think leaders are the most important, however, who exerts the most influence on staff?  Management and supervisors.   They are more influential to staff activities and they tend to set the cultural norms for their work units. Concentrate Training Efforts with Managers and Supervisors.If you perform surveys, Pay attention to that survey question - I trust management to do what is right? If it starts to dip, do a deep dive into why.  Don’t assume it is leadership.  AND with regards to management … Remember, NOT KNOWING IS NOT AN EXCUSE. 



Building Cultural Basics

Understanding - start with you

Hiring - ask the right questions

Evaluations - make values part of the assessment

Compensation - create a score card with objective measures

Harvard Business Review: https://hbr.org/2019/05/how-to-design-an-ethical-organization
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Presentation Notes
The second step is to install the top four basic needs. Start with your own understanding.   If you were with me on the last slide you know you have to take the time to evaluate how your culture acts. If you yourself are not in touch with the mission, vision and values - you may miss the mark on building up the basic needs. Hiring. Make sure the organization’s values are revealed during the hiring process. you may need to overlook the best candidate if they are not already meeting your cultures values.  Design interview questions around a core value. Highlighting values in the interview reveals their importance and draws attention to ethics. Evaluations. Weave ethics into performance evaluations. What values are the managers/supervisors seeing in the employee.  This is not an instance to put down the employee, but instead, uplift and show importance of values by discussing them. Bringing importance of values, along side work product, keeps them in focus.Compensation.  Watch out for those tricky financial incentives.  Remember Wells Fargo - open those accounts at all costs. When developing incentives use a scorecard method with an objective and valued measurement.   Every employee matters - tied to voluntary turnover.    Every project matters - tied to client satisfaction surveys.   Again, before you provide the incentive, create a score card with objective measures.



Building Business Basics

Policies / Code of Conduct

Training

Leadership modeling 

Awards/Recognition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third step is to embed the business with ethical understanding. Policies.  SHRM has a code of ethics and business conduct policy that makes a good base if you don’t already have a policy. The purpose should be to set clear expectations of what is OK and what is not OK.   In orientation I tell employees - Policies represent the least we expect from an employee and the values are the most.  You need the policy for legal purposes so have it legally reviewed.  A code of conduct on the other hand - may become very useful if you make a pocket sized code and distribute them regularly. Put them in front of employees regularly.  Add them to your correspondence/newsletters where you can.   [I remember whipping these out with the D-Wing ladies]Training - There are training programs for all types of businesses - just like the culture where one size does not fit all - look for training that is appropriate to your business, then appropriate to each segment of your population. Which style will work best for your Gen-X to Boomers. Target different groups on different years and then repeat. Leadership modeling - returning to the “agency” idea, it is clear that people tend to model the behavior of others - especially if they want to succeed in the organization. It is normal to emulate those traits you see as successful. Again - include supervisors and managers in that word leadership.Awards & Recognition - not to be confused with compensation and incentive, awards and recognition can be a great tool to stimulate strong ethics and adherence to your values.  Exploit the good side of self-interest fully - people like to be recognized as the good deed doer. Add a ethical or values award to your annual awards program.  Encourage sharing of community good deed doing. Stimulate that Agency Effect. 



Updated Style!

1. Right Mission - Purpose driven, Honest Answers, Customer Aware
2. Right Leadership  - Strategic, Creative, Compassionate, Employee driven, 
Open & Accessible
3. Right Team  - Talented, Collaborative, Committed to doing it right, Interactive
4. Right Culture  - Safe, Energetic, Transparent, Fair, Accountable, Trusting
5. Right Technology - Efficient, Flexible, Intuitive, Interactive

Presenter
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We previously talked about how the mission, vision and values supported ethics - encourage leadership to keep them fresh - some may be outdated and don’t speak to current ethical needs. Consider summarizing your mission like what you see on the screen. Use a new style and catch attention. This style sends the RIGHT message, acts as a guide for decisions, and demonstrates desired ethical values. Flavor this with your cultural findings.  Put in those words that steer your ethics. Put in the elements important to your organization.  Totally customizable.  



An Employee 
wants you to keep 
this confidential…

What do you say?
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Presentation Notes
The trail you ride can be rough, and when this moment presents itself you have to be ready to handle this situation ethically.  Don’t lie, don’t promise, don’t create mistrust. You have all had this happen I am sure - an employee walks in and starts by saying they want the conversation to be kept confidential.  Cy Wakeman offers that you can ask them simply if they want a solution or if they want to drive their BMW, Bitch, Moan, Whine.    Maybe they just want to vent (which is a completely unproductive but sometimes makes the speaker feel better). If you have the time you can listen, who knows, you may find something beneficial. So What do you say when they want confidentiality?



“I am legally obligated to report some issues to management. 
However, anything said to me in good faith will be taken seriously. 

You also have protections under whistle-blower laws.”

https://smallbusiness.chron.com/examples-ethical-misconduct-human-resource-activities-61021.html
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Presentation Notes
This is the quick and efficient statement that needs to be memorized and come forth every-time someone says they need this to remain confidential.  You are NOT a therapist.  You are there to help the employee AND protect the business. That being said, you can also add that you want to help them and will not take action without them being first aware.   Be up front.  This is your big moment to be TRANSPARENT about the process. 



How 
Do 

I 
Ask 
The 
Right 

Question?

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/map-of-cognitive-biases_n_57e40b0fe4b0e28b2b52b3ec
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The key to making a great decision is to first be aware of your own biases.  Everyone has an overwhelming array of cognitive biases and distortions, that come between our thoughts and objective reality.  This is the Cognitive Bias Codex.  Please know bias is a natural part of your brain - it is the safety mechanism - stimulated by the amygdala.   Recognizing you can be biased is a good first step toward learning to ask the right questions.    Trust me - you are biased.    Let’s look at a few of the common biases. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We discard specifics to form generalizations.  The misconduct in Ashville may have been mentally reconciled simply by saying “It’s my money, anyway.”  The Benefits Generalist processed the payments despite knowing it was bogus - of all the people she should have known the rules.We favor the idea in front of us - Now ask yourself - What other ideas are there?  Will this be the best solution? Is there a best practice?
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Presentation Notes
The curse of knowledge - we think we know what other people are thinking.   When you catch yourself thinking that - turn it around, what don’t I know?   This is the one that you have to work on the hardest - it creeps into nearly every decision. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are drawn to details that confirm our beliefs.  -  Put those details aside briefly and look at other details exist.  Example:“A father carries his son into the hospital and the boy needs emergency brain surgery.  Everyone is scrubbed in and ready.  The surgeon looks at the boy and exclaims I cannot perform this surgery - this is my son”   Who is the surgeon?  Depending on your experience you may answer that differently. Familiarizing yourself with the Codex allows you and your HR to ask the “other” right questions. Drop linkPurchase from:  DesignHacks https://www.designhacks.co



The Toxic Triangle

https://sites.psu.edu/leadership/2016/07/03/ethics-the-grey-situations-what-would-you-do/

Destructive Leaders

Susceptible Followers Conducive Environments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s move on to your relationship with your boss.  The meaty topic for today!Be aware of the Toxic Triangle The toxic triangle is identified by three components that foster the development of unethical behavior (Northouse, 2016). The components include destructive leaders, susceptible followers, and conducive environments (Northouse, 2016). We have talked about followers (agency theory) and environments (cultural needs) now let’s look at destructive leaders.    You know, like the HR Manager from Ashville!https://sites.psu.edu/leadership/2016/07/03/ethics-the-grey-situations-what-would-you-do/

https://sites.psu.edu/leadership/2016/07/03/ethics-the-grey-situations-what-would-you-do/


The Lurking Grey Area
Jerry Sandusky

Joe Paterno Penn State

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, don’t assume what occurred was purposeful - even leaders don’t ALWAYS mean to be destructive. It just works out that way. Paterno's coaching career ended abruptly in 2011 in response to a child sex abuse scandal involving Paterno's former defensive coordinator Jerry Sandusky. Paterno may have felt he was minimizing damage to the organization he was committed to, by protecting the schools reputation, he was in essence, protecting his colleagues and the Penn State community.  He knew about Joe Paterno, but he did not tell.  Why?That’s another bias.  His bias allowed him to overlook his obligation to the university’s formal code of ethics, as well as the law.This is a great examples of:False Consensus Bias - The tendency for people to overestimate the degree to which others agree with them. Group Attribution Bias - The Codex belief that the characteristics of an individual group member are reflective of the group as a whole even when information is available that clearly suggests otherwise.The biggest trap your leaders will fall into is that they believe they are protecting the organization.   Look for that trap.   Consider that PENN STATE is still there, it survived the ethical breach. https://sites.psu.edu/leadership/2016/07/03/ethics-the-grey-situations-what-would-you-do/



Speaking Truth to Power
and keeping your job!

Wrong way bucko 

Shhh, you want to get 
shot

Should I tell him we 
are heading east not 

west?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHRM wrote: ”If there is something that we genuinely want to say, chances are there is someone who genuinely needs to hear it,” "But too often we choose the path of safety and give up the possibility of addressing issues that undermine our relationships, limit our productivity, chip away at self-confidence and constrain opportunity.”I remember hearing Johnny Taylor say that if you can’t stand up for what’s right you need to leave that job. If the boss won’t listen to your honest facts, leave the job. https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/employee-relations/pages/communication-.aspx



Having Honest Conversations
Recognize that your reluctance to speak openly may be because in the past, telling the truth 
backfired.

Ask yourself how telling the truth might improve a situation or prevent it from worsening.

Start the conversation with the intention of producing a positive outcome.

Practice what you want to say and how you're going to say it.

Ask questions so you can gather more information, eliminate assumptions and find solutions.

Focus on the facts that may be missing or misinterpreted.

Watch your body language. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When things ARE going wrong, you have to be heard, and you may have to push the envelope on your own comfort.  In the end, working for someone who is unethical is going to hurt you - so push past the discomfort.  Omission can hurt you just as bad, or maybe worse. The power of Yes, And - we heard this at HRFL20 when the Disney CEO stepped in for a missing speaker.   It is a great tool for adding to the thought and steering it a different way.  Saying BUT implies that you are contradicting the thought.  Use Yes, And. Besides, employees who said they always or almost always speak their minds reported being more engaged at work than those who said they never or almost never did so.  You don’t want to lose your mojo and your seat at the table depends on it.    I don’t normally read the slides.  This one is too important to not dissect. Recognize that your reluctance to speak openly may be because in the past, telling the truth backfired.Ask yourself how telling the truth might improve a situation or prevent it from worsening.Start the conversation with the intention of producing a positive outcome.Practice what you want to say and how you're going to say it.Ask questions so you can gather more information, eliminate assumptions and find solutions.Focus on the facts that may be missing or misinterpreted.Watch your body language. If you are really and truly worried - you may have to ask someone of the same stature to have the conversation.  The principle need for engagement is communication.I am going to drop into the chat box the Fierce Inc, Quantum Conversations - The State of Mis-Communication. It really draws the line between engagement and communication. [distribution requested via email]fierceinc.comquantumworkplace.com



Educate
And Create a 

Voice Empowered 
Culture

Trust
Safety

Support
Respond

Guide

https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/employee-relations/pages/communication-.aspx
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Presentation Notes
A voice empowered culture will help ethical concerns be raised.  The hurdle here is often not the employees but how leadership reacts.  HR has an educational opportunity!  Share with leadership - If you show them that this is the way to better engagement, and relate that engagement leads to retention, and appreciate that retention saves money - maybe they will listen. SHRM offers these steps for creating a voice empowered culture:-Build a foundation of trust. This means leaders must communicate transparently and authentically, not just parrot "the company line"; stay visible, not holed up in a corner office; and be consistent and fair in their dealings with all employees.  -Create a feeling of safety. "Foster a safe space for voices by paying attention to the way you react to feedback and ideas," the authors wrote. "If employees witness leaders shutting employees down or retaliating in some manner, don't expect them to share in the future."-Be open to and supportive of ideas. "Create a trusting and supportive environment where incomplete ideas or thoughts can be fostered.” By simply recognizing someone for sharing an idea in its infancy or sharing your own idea for early feedback is a great way to create a voice empowered culture.  Be open and receptive to having others critique your ideas - and thank them! Show your vulnerability by admitting when you're wrong or unsure.-Respond. Show workers how feedback is being used.  Public recognition on actionable ideas goes a long way to encouraging voice safety.  [ Story about clerk contacting the Clerk - quashing orders]-Provide guidance. If an employee is disrespectful or unprofessional while sharing an opinion, take the worker aside and explain that while the feedback is valuable, the employee must learn to share it in a way that doesn't make others feel uncomfortable, attacked or cut off.  



Every decision you make is not a decision about what to do. 
It's a decision about who you are. 

When you get that, everything changes.

– Cy Wakeman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I leave you with this final quote - and say - as Cy Wakeman would - “It really is all about you, just not the way you think.” 



Questions?
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